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DIGEST:

Although bidder did not list itself in its bid as a subcon-
tractor for any portion of the contract wc-k, agency's deter-
*lustion that bidder will perform with its own forces at
least 12 percent of on-mite contract work au required by
clause in IVB is reasonable, mince sunerviaory and coordi-
nating on-site work may be performed by bidder in satisfaction
of 12 percent requirement as vweil a minor categories of work
which bidder was not required to list under subcontractor
listing raquiremnt. However, clarification of c1luae is
reconrended for future use.

Prince Construction Companv, Inc. (Prince) has urotested against
award of a contract to Weiss Construction Comnany (WfetEs) radar
General Services Administration invitation for bids (IFB) { F-00B-
02815. Prince contends that Wetss' bid is nonresponsive in that It
"failed to prove that it will perform the required twelve (12%)
vercent of the on-nite work. "

The ITF contains two clauses which affect the amount of work
that contractors and subcontractors (if named) rvunt perform. The
"Performance of Work by Contractors'"("Performance") clause (Federal
Procurement Regulations (FPX) 5 1-18.104), when part of the awarded
contract, requires the contractor to perform a Percentage of work
on the site wUth its own forces. The,"Listing of Subcon ractors"
("Listing") clause (4], CFR I 53-2.202-70) requires bidIers to name
the organization or individual, including themselves, who will
perform certain categories of work listed in the solicitation.

In this case, the performance clause provid>, as follows.

"TheConti5 ctor shall pecfoi on the site, and with his
corn organizatlin, work equivalent to at least twelve
percent (12Z) of the total amount of work to be performed
under the contract * * *;"
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Prince contends that, although 'eism has agreed to perform
12 percent of the on-site work, it has, in effect, listed e bcon-
tractor. Wwe will perform more than II percent of the on-site work.
Bence, argues Prince, the situatioa to analogous to the circumstances
in 45 Coup. r n0 177 (1965). In that case we held s bid to be non-
responsive to a "Performance" clause requiring 20 percent of the
contract, because the bid alto contained the bidder's representation
that it would be subcontracting an estimated 90 percent of the con-
tract work. For the following reasons, we believe that 45 Comp. Gen.
177, supra. is inapporite to the instant case.

In the prior case the insertion of the 90 percent figure cast
doubt on the Gcvernment's right to have at least 20 percent of the
work performed by the bidder's own forces. Herx' the recbrd indicates
that the bidder could comply with the 12 percent requirrw'it if
superintendence and coordination work were considered on -te work
for Purposes of the Performance clause. In this regard, clause 11
of SF 23-A, which was included in the solicitation documents, st.tes
as follows :

"The contractor, at all times during performance
and Lftil the wcr: is cnmpleted and accepted,
shall give his parsonal mucerinemndence to the
work or have on the work a cobrctmnL superintendent
* * * 'S

Weiss has advised tFe contracting officer Liat it intends to
perform 16.37 percent of the total work with its own forces (in
terms of cost), and GSA assumes that Weiss has included supearisory
and coordination costs in its estimate. In addition to supervision
and coordination work, there are four catagortes of work required
by the specification for which- subcontractor listing is not-rkquired,
and which Weiss states will be performed by its own forces (for
example, demolition and temporary partitions). In this regard, GSA
advises that the cost of the supervisory and coordination ,ork "is
one of the most important elemerts in making the calculations to
determine compliance or noncomoliance with the 12% [requirement]."

The protester contends that GSA'a interpretat'bn of the 12
percent performance requirement would defeat the purpose of that
requirement as well as the subcontractor 11 ; requirement. It
points out that the intent of the 12 perLent requirament is to
insure that the bidder is not a mere "broker" who does not have
the requisite expertise or intends :e delegate supervision to sub-
contractors, and the intent of the subcontractor listing requirement
is to prevent bid thopping. It arguce that GSA's interpretation
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would defeat the intent of these requirements by allowing insertion
of a "fudge" factor after-thu-fat. In the protester's view, the
only Interpretation which gives effect tj both the wording and
intent of these requirements is that supervision is nou on-dits
work nor a cateqory of work. In tHie manner, the protester argues
the Governrent obtains a contractor "who has the requisite expertise
and commitmnnt to supervisa the work because of its vested interest
An the contract work on-site."

We agree with GSA's interpretation or the Performance clause.
Nothing in that clause suggests that the on-site work which the
contractor must perform with its own forces refers only to the
categories of work which are included within the subcontractor
listing requirement. As GSA states, categories of work which may
he included in the subcontractor listing requirement are determined
by the nature of the work. Or the other hand, the work which a
bidder may choose to perform with its own forces to meet the 12
percent requirement need not be a category of work within the
meaning of the suh o'ntractor listing requirement. Thus we think
that a bidder can meet the 12 ceicent requirement bv cerforting
with its orn forckt a category of"work which would ba subject to
the subcontractor listing requirement, a cortion of a category
of work which also would be subject to the subcontractor listing
requirement, or categories or portions of categories not subject
to .he listing requirement. Tharefore, we have no basis to con-
clude that Neiss 1s nonresponsive to the 12 percent on-site work
requirement merely because it has Jisted subcontractors (other
than itself) for all categories of work that were on the bid form
or did not list. itself as a subcontractor.

,In thiddconnection, we do not agree with the protester's
argrment that GSA's interpretation of the "Performance" clause
allows the bidder "two bites of the apple". By agreeing to the
clause the bidder has bound itself to perform the prescribed per-
centage of the contract work with its own forces. Accordingly,
the protest is denied.

Dowever, an GSA recognizes, the term "work" as used in the
"Performar'cs" clause could be interpreted in various ways. There-
fore, we are recommending to CSA that the clause should be clarified
for future use.

Acting Comptrollarkinar >
of the United States
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